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I have been asked to give testimony as to whether current subsea drilling equipment is 
sufficiently developed to provide an adequate level of safety for deepwater drilling 
operations. 
 
It is my opinion that the current state of technology of subsea drilling system is completely 
adequate to provide an appropriate level of safety to control wells being drilled, protect the 
environment, and provide safety for personnel.  The basis of my opinion is more than 50 
years of working in oilfield equipment design and manufacturing, receiving more than 100 
U.S. patents, and having personally received a patent on almost every subassembly of a 
subsea drilling system.    
 
Subsea drilling systems have existed for approximately the same period of time, from the 
early 60s’ when 250’ of seawater was considered ultra-deep, until now when we are drilling 
in 12,000’ of seawater.  Overall they have an impressive safety record.  The BOP or 
blowout preventer stack is a piece of seafloor equipment approximately 12 foot square by 
80 feet tall which typically weigh 600,000 to 800,000 lbs.  They are connected to a surface 
vessel by a 21” outside diameter steel riser pipe with flotation added to give it 
approximately a four foot diameter. 
 
This subsea equipment business we are discussing is dominated by 3 major first level 
manufacturers.  Each of these suppliers have highly developed and refined systems.  Each 
of these suppliers is ISO quality certified and follows conventional procedures of design, 
development, testing, and independent verification.  You can fully expect that any system 
in the field has been tested to loads and pressures 50% higher than the loads and 
pressures ever anticipated to be seen in operations, and that the testing has been verified 
by independent third parties.  You can equally well expect that the equipment is regularly 
tested to the maximum working pressures to confirm ongoing workability. 
 
The company I work with is a second level company which sells large reels to each of 
these first level suppliers.  On the first slide presented you can see a set of these reels of 
the type which will hold 10-12,000’ of umbilical or hose to send signals and power to the 
subsea BOP control pods.  The second slide on the left hand side shows a copy of the ISO 
9001:2008 certification which we have received to certify that we have systems in place to 
promote the delivery of quality products.  The right side of the same slide shows a “Type 
Approval” which we have received for a design, implying that not only has a 3rd party 
certifier checked the design, but has approved it as a type of design.   
 
The third slide shows a factory acceptance test or FAT test for a product, in this case a 
reel.  On the left side is the first page of the FAT and on the right side is page number 10 
of 15 pages of this FAT test.   On the right side you will notice that our personnel have 



signed that each step has been successfully accomplished.   Each of the small round 
stamps indicate that our customer’s quality control personnel have witnessed and 
confirmed each requirement.  Each of the oval stamps indicates that an independent third 
party, in this case the American Bureau of Shipping, has witnessed and confirmed each 
step.  This occurs on every performance step, every pressure step, and every load step.   
All of our products do not require this level of quality and verification, but this is 
characteristic of what goes offshore.   
 
These are the practices you would expect of the current first level suppliers.  Clearly the 
systems for appropriate design, testing, and verification are in place today.   
 
The well in question does not represent a “pushing of the envelope” in terms of what has 
been done.  It is in 5000’ of water and likely the exact rig had drilled other wells in depths 
greater than 10,000’.  There is very little difference in drilling in 1000’ of seawater and 
10,000’ of seawater.  Probably the biggest difference is in what happens to the nitrogen 
charge in the accumulators which is well studied.  The actual cause of the current 
problems is not known, and may well never be known depending on how ultimate closure 
happens to this well.   Clearly it is the confluence of a number of events, none of which 
may have been the fault of the drilling system. 
 
In spite of the current difficulties with the Maconda well blowout, there have been 
approximately 4000 offshore wells drilled and the last significant spill from a U.S. offshore 
well was in the Santa Barbara Channel, about 30 years ago.  This is an impressive record 
of complex systems handling the critical sources of energy upon which our civilization is 
based. 
 
The present question is whether a work stoppage will improve or reduce safety and 
technology.  There is not a question whether we need fossil fuels in our lifetime.  In spite of 
substantial investments to do so, it is clear that there will be no substitute for fossil fuels in 
our lifetime.  A substantial work stoppage or moratorium will mean: 
1. A reduction in safety because when the work restarts it will restart with a high 

percentage of less skilled workers.  The most dangerous time for operations is when 
new workers start up a new task, and that is exactly what this will cause. 

2. A reduction in safety because stopping drilling will cause more oil to come from 
foreign sources by tanker.  It is far less safe for oil to be brought to the U.S. by tanker 
than it is to flow in a passive subsea pipeline to the shore.  In fact, the last significant 
spill oil spill in the U.S. was that of a tanker – the Exxon Valdez. 

3. Financial damage to the work force and US companies will likely be more extensive 
than the oil spill itself, with no one to pay for it. 

 
I assure you that the technology is in place and the systems are in place to do safe 
deepwater drilling.  For these reasons I recommend: 
1. The moratorium be lifted as soon as practical.  
2. As equipment comes back to the surface, it be retested to confirm compliance with 

original factory acceptance testing and systems integration testing and have full 
independent 3rd party verification.  If it is, the rig needs to go right back to work and 
continuity of the work force needs to continue. 

2. All equipment and systems fabricated for collecting the present spill be captured and 
further developed in case another spill happens in the future. 



3. Shear rams and shear ram actuators need continuing development as the wall 
thickness and material strength of the drill pipe is increased. 

4. Tertiary back-up systems be commonly defined and implemented.  
5. ROV interface systems be further developed for a fourth level of back-up control. 
6. To a large extent, if existing rules, regulations and practices are enforced the overall 

quality and safety of the industry will be approved.   
 
I encourage and promote ongoing and aggressive new product development and systems 
upgrade, not for 6 months but forever.  At this time, in the past, and in the future it has 
been or will be appropriate to pursue upgrades in safety and technology.  We will never 
reach perfection except in the smallest areas.  We need to put our people and the country 
back in business now, not after some future arbitrary date.  
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